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Newspaper Ban Explained

MSU Students
Solicit Support
By NANCY M ASK S
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The Montana State University Student Senate voted last
night to solicit support of Bozeman citizens and Montana news
paper editors in an effort to replace four hippie newpapers
which were removed from the Student Book Store Tuesday,
Bill Huntzicker, editor of the student newspaper, the Exponent,
said last night.
B y request of M SU Pres. Leon Johnson, the Berkeley Barb,
the San Francisco Oracle, the Los Angeles Oracle and the Los
Angeles Free Press were removed from the Book Store.
These newspapers were being
sold at the request of eight MSU
department voted 18-5 to condemn
English instructors.
Pres. Johnson told, the Montana the directors of the Book Store for
complying
with Pres. Johnson’s
Kaimin last night that he made the
request because the publications request.
The
Book
Store had not yet re
said nothing and were garbage.
ceived one of the banned news
“ If people are exposed to this
papers, the San Francisco Oracle,
garbage, they lose their sense of Huntzicker said. The Evergreen
values,” he said. “ However, I do
Review, also a hippie publication,
not feel that I am affected by these
was not removed, he added.
papers.”
UM Pres. Robert Pantzer said
“ Colleges are having troubled
he has received no complaints
times now,” he said. “However, I about hippie newspapers although
chose not to fight minor battles two, the Berkeley Barb and the
such as this, but if I don’t stand Los Angeles Free Press, are avail
up for what I know is right, I able-in the School of Journalism
lose the confidence of the outside.”
library.
A student committee Wednesday
“ I think they are poor literature,
asked 886 students T they were
but so are comic books,” he said.
aware of the removal of the news
“ It is up to the individual as to
papers and if they agreed or dis
what he wants to read.”
agreed with the action. Huntzick
The ASUM Book Store does not
er said 452 were against removing
sell any newspapers.
the papers, 160 were for and 274
were indifferent.
“The Student Senate Commit
tee expressed -doubt about the va
lidity of the poll, because it was
not taken at random,” he said.
Other publications requested by
the instructors, but not banned,
were the Evergreen Review, the
New York Times and Dissent and
Ramparts magazines.
Pres. Johnson requested the re
Students in financial distress
moval of the four newspapers be
cause of their advertising which from donating bail money for stu
dents
and faculty arrested at the
he said was “filthy.”
The publications were requested May 5 march on Aero Realty may
for use as research material, Hari be able to reclaim part or all of
N. Dam, assistant professor in the their money. A two-week trust
fund is being set up for this pur
MSU English department, said.
pose.
When the newspapers were re
Students and faculty members
moved, members of the English
had staged a sit-down demonstra
tion against the company for dis
playing a photograph showing
Martin Luther King attending a
communist meeting.
Last night in a meeting in LA
106 Paul Warwick, English in
structor, said there is a total of
$344 to be put into the fund. He
said lawyers’ fees will take $300
of this.
Mr. Warwick said there was
originally $794 collected at the
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
time
of the march. Some of the
House voted yesterday to refuse
money, he said, went for bails and
federal financial support to any
fines and some has been returned
student who participates in a
campus uprising that disrupts a to those who have asked for it.
He said there are still some stu
college’s operations.
dents in desperate financial need
The ban was included in an
who haven’t gotten back any do
amendment to a bill that would
extend for two more years a $1 nated money. The remainder, after
billion package of student aid pro lawyers’ fees, will not compensate
these students for the money they
grams that now reach about 1.5
donated.
million students about 25 per cent
The fund will be established and
of the total college enrollment.
the
main burden for lawyers’ fees
The decision as to whether a
will
probably fall on those who
student has been involved in a
were
arrested and those who will
campus demonstration would bedonate.
left to the college authorities.

Bail Lenders
Given Hope
For Refunds

House Denies
Student Aid
For Rioters

With frequent references to the
uprisings that have shut down
Columbia University and have
swept campuses across the nation,
the House members overwhelm
ingly approved the provision by a
306-54 roll call vote. Final passage
of the bill then came on a 348 to 5
vote.
The programs affected by the
amendment, which still must be
considered in the Senate, are the
National Defense Education Act
NDEA loan program, the workstudy program, scholarship grants
for needy students and the fed
erally guaranteed private .loan
program.
The House also adopted amend
ments that would deny any of the
funds to students convicted of
crimes arising out of college dem
onstrations or of inciting or taking
part in a riot.

M O N T A N A
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

AN INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

DEAN OF STUDENTS Andrew Cogswell addresses
members of Action Seminar in a meeting over
alleged discrimination by four landlords. The four

renters are on the UM housing list. (Staff photo
by Dan Vichorek)

Landlords Accused o f Discrimination
Action Seminar yesterday gave
Andrew Cogswell, dean of stu
dents, the names of four people it
believes are discriminating against
Negro students in the rental of
rooms and apartments.
The four have apartments are
listed with the University housing
office which requires landlords to
sign a statement agreeing to rent
to students without regard to
“race, creed, color or national ori
gin.”
Mr. Cogswell said he would
check with the four people, and if
any of them admitted discriminat-

ing against Negroes, he would take
their names from the list.
Tony Vaivada, junior from Mc
Lean, Va., said that the Action
Seminar Housing Committee which
he heads canvassed 27 rooms
and apartments listed with the
housing office. One Negro student
was sent to each landlord to rent
a room. If the student received a
negative answer, a white student
was sent to the same landlord the
next day.
Vaivada said four landlords
turned down Negro students one
day, but were interested in rent-

11 UM Student Writers Chosen
To Attend Fiction Conference
.. Eleven UM students have been
chosen to participate in the annu
al Northwest Manuscript Confer
ence which began today at the
Newman Center.
According to Herb Gottfried,
UM English instructor, the stu
dents were chosen from- creative
writing classes to read their own
poetry and fiction during the con
ference.
T h e 15-year-old conference,
which is sponsored on campus by
ASUM, the English department
and the University, has never been
held at UM before. It will last
through tomorrow night. Fourteen
colleges and universities from the
Northwest are expected to send
representatives.
The conference is structured
around reading and criticizing ses
sions led by creative writing
teachers. A half hour critique of
each student’s work will be made

by a teacher who has never read
his work before.
Sessions begin at 9:30 a.m. and
end at 5:00 p.m. both days. Fri
day evening there will be an open
critique session where students
will analyze teachers’ work. At the
conclusion of the conference Sat
urday afternoon, students selected
by teachers attending the confer
ence will read their works.

Martin Luther King to help finance
the Poor People’s March.
A spokesman for the group said
the fast will begin at noon Friday
and last until noon Saturday.
He said the fast is similar to one
staged in 1963 after the assassina
tion of President John F. Kennedy.
After the 1963 fast, proceeds
were sent to the John Fitzgerald
Kennedy Memorial Library fund.
The SAC spokesman said the
program .w ill continue through
Saturday night. The group hopes
to borrow tents to assure protec
tion from the weather for every
one participating in the “ tent city.”
He also said a “ teach-out” will

ing to white students the next day.
Action Seminar gave Mr. Cogs
well a dittoed sheet that included
the names of the four landlords,
the names of the Negro and white
students who visited them and a
summary of what the landlords
said.

3 Rock Groups,
J. Frank Wilson
At CM Tuesday
THEM, an English pop group
noted for the hit “ Gloria,” is com
ing to the UM Fieldhouse May 14.
They will be featured at a danceconcert at 8 p.m., -sponsored by
the Mad Hatter.
With THEM will be The Out
siders, who released “Time Won’t
Let Me” and “Help Me, Girl” ; J.
Frank Wilson, who sang “Last
Kiss” ; and a California group
called The Untilled Soil. The San
Francisco Fillmore Light Show
will also be featured.
Tickets will be on sale for $2.25
at the Lodge, the Hall Tree and
Eight Ball Billiards. Tickets will
be $2.50 at the door.

Kuhn Urges MUN Members
To See How U.S. Hurts UN
C. Barclay Kuhn, UM political
science instructor, told the first
session of the Montana Model UN
General Assembly last night that
race is a key factor in the United
Nations..

Mr. Kuhn reminded the students
that 83 per cent of the countries
in the UN are non-white.
“ You come from a country which
is having a major problem,” Mr.
Kuhn said. He said that three years
ago this country had 20 riots, two
years ago 40, and last year 80. The
instructor went on to say that a
presidential commission found that
these riots were caused by white
racism. And these conditions which
cause riots exist in Montana, he
begin at noon Friday on the Oval said.
and continue into the night.
The United States is expending
Meetings have been scheduled
for Monday and Tuesday in the its resources in an Aslan war
dormitories and SAC representa against non-white, Mr. Kuhn said.
tives will explain the purpose of He added that many think that the
the demonstration and enlist vol .war is a mistake.
This country, Mr. Kuhn told the
unteers and tents for the fast and
students, has made mistakes since
the all-night vigil.
Meetings will be Monday at 7 it was founded. The mass killing o f
Indians, the enslavement of thou
p.m. in Miller, Duniway and El
rod Halls, 8:30 p.m. in Turner sands and now the lack of equal
Hall, and at 10:45 p.m. in Knowles rights for our nation’s people were
cited as examples.
Hall.
Tuesday meetings will be at 6:30
About 300 high school students
pm . in Brantley Hall, at 7 pm . in from Montana and Canada regis
Craig and Aber Halls, and 10:30 tered for the session which will
pm . in Jesse Hall.
last through Saturday.

Students to Camp, Fast on Oval
By RICK FOOTE
Special to the Montana Kaimin
A student fast and “ tent city”
program has been scheduled for
May 17 on the UM oval, to cor
respond with and show support for
the Poor People’s March on Wash
ington, D.C.
The Student Aid Committee
(SAC), which is planning the
demonstration, said members of
the group are working with UM
Pres. Robert Pantzer and Robert
Blakely, food service director, to
make provision for’ tasters to re
ceive a refund for missed meals
from the Food Service. SAC mem
bers say the money will go to Mrs.
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Get Tough, Dean Cogswell
Now is the time to get tough, Dean Cogswell.
You told Action Seminar yesterday you were going to ad
monish the four landlords the Seminar discovered to be dis
criminating against Negroes.
W ith all your practice, Mr. Cogswell, you shouldn’t have
too much trouble talking some good sense into the trans
gressors.
Just look them right in the eye, pretend they are pot
smokers, and say firmly, “W e know who all you people are.
Whenever one of you discriminates w e know about it imme
diately, and we are very concerned.”
Then say, “W e think you should be informed that your
quarters are being watched by local discrimination authorities
to get the goods on you. A s you know, the authorities are very
rough on offenders, and we wouldn’t want to see you get into
trouble.”
Then, when the landlords and ladies rise up indignantly,
you say, “Now look here, this nonsense has got to stop!”
“This is our own private affair,” the landlords w ill say, and
“w hy don’t you mind your own business?” so you scowl and
assert with finality, “I know what you’re up to!”
Then the landlords w ill say, “Look, w e’re being persecuted
for living our lives according to our own beliefs,” and you say,
“W ell, ho-ho-ho, that’s the way it goes sometimes.”
A s the landlords begin weeping and beseeching, “Where is
all this going to end?” you heave a dejected sigh and say,
“W ell, I just don’t know.”
So go get them Mr. Cogswell. Show us all that nobody
gets any slack from Dean Cogswell, whether they are bigoted
old landladies in sensible shoes and support hose, or wateryeyed pot smokers.
Dan Vichorek
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Kaimin Not Guilty
Of Misquotations

THE SPARKLE
D R Y CLEAN IN G —$1.50 A L O A D
Rough Dry, Unfolded, 10 Pounds for $1.25
Folded, 10 Founds $1.40
— FIN ISH L A U N D R Y NEW WESTINGHOUSE WASHERS
Selective Water Temperature Control
DRIERS, 10* a Load at

To the Kaimin:
I take exception to Alice Wind
sor’s remarks about the Kaimin
in yesterday’s edition. The Kaimin
article she refers to was in my
opinion accurately reported.
Col. Angwin’s discussion was to
the point, honest, informative and
free of innuendo. I cannot say that
about the other participants.
BRUCE R. BROWN
English - Jr.
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Policy on Letters to the Editor

To the Kaimin:
Kudos to Chief Groundskeeper
Parker for his forward-looking
program of blacktopping walk
ways on the Oval. It is a relief to
know there is a strong hand at the
landscaping helm. It makes one
secure to know that the leader of
the organization that supervised
the revitalization of the ‘M” for
only $3,000 has now deigned to
undertake the restoration of the
Oval.
I have only two complaints.
the timing of the project is
highly inopportune. The project
should be undertaken sometime
during mid-fall or mid-spring so
a maximum amount of students
could observe and appreciate the
soil sculpturers at their work. Also
the highly desired maximum dis
ruption of student m o v e m e n t
would be accomplished. Second, I
don’t think that Chief Grounds
keeper Parker has gone far enough.
I believe that the beauty of the
campus-by-the-mountain would be
increased tenfold if the Oval were
blacktopped over 100% and con
verted into a parking lot.
ROGER E. DAVIS

Letters generally should he no longer than 400 words, prefer
ably typed and triple spaced, with the writer’s full name, major
and class, address and phone number listed. T hey should be
brought or mailed to the Montana Kaimin office in Room 206
of the Journalism Building b y 2 p.m. the day before publica
tion. The editor reserves the right to edit or reject any letter.
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GRIZZLY

ALL
SUNTAN

San Rrand s co by tha Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES

SUCCESSFUL
SECRETARIES

. Executive Secretarial
*~rri*HtgtTlTnnmii
• General Secretarial Course
. Legal Secretarial Course
. Electronics Technical Secretarial Coarse
•Medical Secretarial Course

LOTIONS

20%

OFF

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE

S U % of students enrolled have had one to four years of college.
ENROLLMENT OATES: JULY 1 0 , SEPT. 2 5
S e n d fo r C o lle g e C a ta lo g : 6 2 5 S u tte r S tr e e t, co r n e r P ow e ll
S a n F r a n cisco , C a lifo rn ia 9 4 1 0 2

Jack’s R X Drive In Drug
710 O R AN G E
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DANCE TO THE SOUND OF FIVE GREAT BANDS!
1. THEM! Live From London!

Happy

Dance to “ Gloria,” “Mystic Eyes,” “Baby Please Don’t
Go” and “Here Comes the Night!”

Mother’s Day
W ELC O M E TO

MING’S
FIN E R EST AU R AN T

Treat Your

2. The Outsiders!

M other to
pleasant dining.

Dance to “Time W on’t L et M e,” “Respectable,” “ Girl in
Love” and “Help M e G irl!”

3. The Exciting J. Frank Wilson!

Try Our Famous
Shelled, Deep-Fried

Dance to “Hey Little One” and “ Goodness in M any
W ays!”

Lobster Tail
and

Dance 9-12, May 14 at the Field House!

Jumbo Prawns

2 — MONTANA KAIMIN
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SPECIAL!

First,

Forestry, Grad. Student
Chairman of the Ad Hoc Commit
tee of One for the blacktopping
over of Western Montana

!
«

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
814 S. Higgins

►

Davis Gives Kudos
To Groundskeeper

<
*
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4. California’s Untilled Soil!
5. San Francisco’s Famed Filmore
Light Show!
Tickets Available at the Hall Tree, Field House
Office and 8-Ball Billiards. $2.25' in advance,
$2.50 at the door!

‘Carmen, Baby’ Doesn’t Make It
As Art or Good Pornography
Movie Review By
LAYLA SMITH
Well, I don’t see how anyone
could say anything good about
C a r m e n , B a b y , n o matter
from what angle he looked at it.
Artistic value, nil; plot, absurdly
banal; pornographic value; almost
nil; acting, atrocious. Nothing
(that includes the audience) makes
it in this film.
The plot and dialogue are both
of such banality that it takes one
a while to realize this isn’t a puton; that they’re seriously going to
shove this stuff at you. One un
believable cliche after another, and
the only laughs the audience gets
are those at the film, at choice
scenes or words absurd in their
mediocrity. The camera work is
just as cliche. During one lovemaking session the camera moves
back and forth from their sweaty
faces to a candle; faces, candle;
faces, candle; long still shots of
quasi-artistic meaninglessness. The
acting is by tenth-rkte actors; very
stereotyped a n d self-conscious.
Carmen’s sexiness is that of auto
mobile ads: Purrrrrrr. This would
be fine if it weren’t so stereotyped
and if she could act even the least
bit. She can’t even do a truly sexy
dance.
All one asks from a pornographic
film is good pornography. There
doesn’t have to be a captivating

plot, or award-winning filming or
acting. But there has to be some
artistic skill involved if it is to
succeed as pornography, which this
film unfortunately lacks. Perhaps
the biggest turn-off is the abovementioned self-conscious acting.
There is one party (I’ve been to
more exciting ones) which is no
orgy, but a staged orgy, and every
actor in the room is aware o f it,
aware of being filmed. You can
almost see the cameraman scut
tling around getting different shots
and angles. This quite naturally
makes the audience self-conscious,
so that they search for the slightest
excuse to laugh at the film, to
break the tension. Dirty films are
not fun if you’re self-conscious.
The film’s depiction of lovemaking is through long shots at
people’s panting faces (that’s all)
going through agonies, and through
very explicit sound, (you get used
to it and it’s not as bad as it
sounds). If this' turns you on, OK,
but with this film’s poor quality
it’s difficult. Head a good porno
graphic book—your ' imagination
can do a better job than this film.
There are several “shorts" be
fore the main feature . which
means that the main feature is
mercifully brief. Unfortunately,
they’re pretty dull, too, except for
the cartoon. I won’t say anything
about that. Cartoons are kind of
an individual thing.

Steve Waldron Locates Catch-22 at UM
To the Kaimin:
It has often been said that if
you want something done then go
through channels. There were at
tempts to go through channels last
Tuesday.
The members of the Student Aid
Committee (SAC) had been in
formed in a letter written by Dean
Cogswell how to go.through chan
nels. If SAC wished to go to the
dorm lounges and speak to the
members of the dorms then all
that was necessary was to obtain
permission from the elected stu
dent representative (dorm presi
dent, of each dorm. SAC only
wanted to inform the students
about a tent city which will be
built on campus.
It was hoped that SAC could
speak in the dorms either on Mon
day or Tuesday of next week since
the tent city would be built next
Friday. A frustrating problem ap
peared in the men’s dorms.
. SAC did go and get permission
from the student representatives,
but there was a catch, often
known as catch 22—there were
no elected student representatives
except in Elrod-Duniway. The
dorm president of each dorm was
appointed by the Resident Assist
ant, a paid bureaucrat. Andy
Blank, another bureaucrat, then
informed SAC that it would have
to see Ben Hurwitz, the social
chairman for all the dorms, but—
catch 22—Ben would not be avail
able until Thursday at a time too
late to make a report to the Kai
min and there was another catch—

catch 22—Ben would only help
SAC to get in touch with the stu
dent representatives of the dorms
which SAC had already done, but
—catch 22—since the student rep
resentatives in the men’s dorms
(excepting Elrod-Duniway) were
not elected, there would have to
be an election, but—catch 22—the
election would be too time-con
suming and there would of course
be no advance publicity for the
speaking engagements and—catch
22— etc. etc.
Coming up against this typical
bureaucratic buck-passing method
for gagging people provoked SAC
to meet with Dean Cogswell and
President Pantzer. In the meeting
Thursday morning the Dean and
the President said that since SAC
had previously made arrangements
with the appointed student repre
sentatives then SAC could speak
in the dorms but—catch 22—in
Miller dorm there was not even
an appointed dorm president. Then
as if the confusion was not bad
enough already Cogswell said only
to “play it by ear.”
It took three days of running
through useless channels and then
the Dean says “play it by ear.”
Perhaps it has not occurred to
the administration that in many
other universities where channels
lead nowhere, highly frustrated
students wake up, stop running in
circles, and sit down in adminis
tration buildings to talk for a few
days.
STEVE K. WALDRON
Junior - Hist. Poly Sci.

French Film Is Poetic
Movie Review By
MAUREEN CURNOW
Cocteau’s Testament of Orpheus
will open the May series of French
films tonight at 7:30 in LA 11. In
this, his farewell to the screen, the
French poet, artist and philoso
pher offers an original, completely
personal film. Of it Cocteau said
“Testament is my legacy to the
youth of today — the youth in the
shadows who helps the poet to
bear being misunderstood by the
men of his time. Orpheus signifies
the poet . . . the poet’s legacy.”
The events are linked as in a
dream, with no logical sequence.
In 18th century clothing, Cocteau
appears in the first sequence, “ lost
in un-Space-Time.” Later, he is
brought before a tribunal com
posed of two characters from his
earlier film, Orpheus. He is ac
cused of “innocence which makes
men capable and cuplable of all
crimes” and he is sentenced to
“life.” Elsewhere, Cocteau meets
the. Sphinx, Oedipus, a man soar
ing from the sea to a rock ledge, a
photograph growing out of its own
ashes, and other mysteries. In the
end, brought before the Goddess of
Wisdom, who hurls a pen-spear at
him, Cocteau “dies.” His friends
stare at him — but Cocteau, re
suscitated, floats up to the world
again, to continue his search.

Thus Cocteau, the eternal •Or
pheus, roams through the ages
seeking to explain the meaning of
the poet’s life. Verbal and visual
wit contribute to the strange and
poetic landscapes of the film. The
result is pure cinematic poetry.
Cocteau writes, directs and
plays in the film. Such variant
persons as Charles Aznavour and

Another Fine Product
of Your Community
Meadow Gold Dairy

COMMUNITY MEADOW GOLD

ON THE UPSWING
Sunspots appear more frequently
every 11 years.

ja d e ! east

NEW- GOLDEN

urns

For a really complete
selection of CUSTOM and
R E A D Y -M A D E framing —
and the best in all art
supplies . . .
it’s

The Paint Spot
“ Your Authorized Martin
Semour Paint Dealer
131 W. MAIN

W E S S T R A N A H A N ’S

Missoula
Typewriter Co.
531 So. Higgins
ELECTRIC SHAVERS
TYPE WRITERS-ADDERS
REPAIRING
VERIFAX COPIERS

G-E Portable
Stereo
4 SPEAKERS
2 Ten-Inch
2 Three-Inch
Diamond Needle

^College Relations Director
J c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008

j Please send m e
Sa Sheraton Student
J I.D . so lc a n save u p
j to 20% o n
•Sheraton room s.
Name-----------------------------------------Address__________________________
Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance
(based on availability) for Fri., Sat, Sun. nights, plus Thanks
giving (Nov. 22-26), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July
through Labor Dayl Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested.

SheratonHotels
& Motor Inns©
IKKQkaMhtn Untale JL Ifnlnr Innc If* Malnr titles

Pablo Picasso play minor roles. Le
Testament d’Orphee has French
dialogue and English subtitles.
Admission is $.50. Other films in
the series sponsored by Program
Council will be: The Red Balloon
and The Chicken, (May 17) Zazle
in the Metro, (May 27, sponsored
by Pi Delta Phi) We Are Alt Mur
derers. (May 29)

BEAUTIFUL
L tig g a g e -

StyLed
SteReoJ

VAN N ’S
APPLIANCE - TV -

1100 SOUTH A V E N U E W E S T

STEREO

ACR O SS FRO M FAIRG ROU N D S

Open Monday and Friday Evenings ’T il 9
A ll D ay Saturday

Fri., May 10, 1968

549-4141
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Tips to Shuffle lin eu p for EWSC
UM’s track team will forego
some of its usual intrasquad rival
ries Saturday as coach Harley
Lewis intends to do “ a little ex
perimenting” in a meet against
Eastern Washington State College
on Saturday. The meet will begin
at 1:15 p.m. at Domblaser Field.
Montana’s two top sprinters—
Willie Jones and Hoy Bobinson—
will not run against each other in
the 100-yard dash. Last weekend
against the Bobcats, Robinson
edged Jones at the finish to win
the event. Robinson will run the
220 instead of the 100 and high
hurdles on Saturday.
Two of the team’s top distance
runners will not battle in the milerun. Ray Velez will move up to the
880-yard run for the meet. Friez
will concentrate on the mile and
forego the two-mile run.
The meet could be the last track
meet ever run on Domblaser
Field because the new athletic
complex near Campbell Field is
scheduled for completion next
year.
More Grizzlies will be trying to
qualify for the NCAA meet this
weekend. Grizzlies who have al
ready qualified are Mike Lyngstad
in the javelin, Jones and Robinson
in the 100-yard dash and Tim

4 University Coeds Win
Medals in Kalispell Meet
Four University of Montana
women competed in the Kalispell
Invitational Track Meet in the
open division on Saturday and
won four first places, one second,
two thirds and one fourth and two
fifth places.
Winning firsts were Davey
Schmidt of B i l l i n g s in the shot
put, Pam Brandis in the 100-yard
and 220-yard dashes and Pam
Hallock of Missoula in the 880yard run.
Peggy Burton of Missoula cap
tured a first place in the discus
throw. Miss Burton also placed
third in the 220.
The four women took third in
the 440-yard relay.
Miss Hallock placed fourth in
the 440-yard dash.
Placing fifth in the 100 was Miss
: Burtbn.
Miss Brandis placed fifth in the
long-jum p to round out the UM
Scoring.
The team is coached by Frances
Heppler.

Stark in the intermediate hurdles.
M ick . Harrington is within .1
second of qualifying in the 880yard run.
Lewis said he didn’t expect
EWSC to be strong except in one
or two events. In a four-team in
vitational meet earlier this season
at Cheney, Wash., Montana placed
first and EWSC fourth. Lewis said
the visitors would be strong in the
pole vault. Bill Devine has cleared
15’8% ” and Curt Hisaw 14’6” for
EWSC.
Entries for UM and EWSC for
this weekend, by event, are:
100-yard dash — Jones, LaRue
Nelson and Ron Baines, UM'
Frank Moldenhauer, Dick Crossett
and Dave Svendsen, EWSC.
220-yard dash—Robinson, Carl
Thompson and Tom Gopp, UM;
Moldenhauer, Mark Lindstrom and
Ed Fisher, EWSC.
440-yard dash — Dave Nebel,
Randy Hahn and Tim Stark, UM;
Lindstrom, John Perry and Syd
Muzzy, EWSC.
880-yard run—Velez and Har
rington, UM; Bruce Peters, Stan
Scorda and Dave Stanley, EWSC.
Mile run—Friesz and Ray Bai

ley, UM; Don Weitz and Peters,
EWSC.
Two-mile run—Steve Linse and
Clarence Greenwood, UM; Weitz
and . Jim Cartmell, EWSC.
High hurdles — Bruce Moerer,
UM; Curt Hisaw and Svendsen,
EWSC.
Intermediate hurdles — Dick
Koontz and Moerer, UM; Svendsen
and Perry, EWSC.
Shot put—Mark Doane, Howie
Roth and Carl Erland, UM; Frank
Talarico, EWSC.
Discus throw—Erland and Jim

Clawsen, UM; Dan Hartman and
Talarico. EWSC.
Javelin throw—Mike Lyfigstad
and Dave Gustafson, UM; Pat
Pfeifer, EWSC.
Long jump—Marty Palagi and
Doug Pollard, UM; Mike Green-wood, Mike Hirai and Don Sims,
EWSC.
Triple jump — Palagi and Pat
Schruth, UM; Greenwood and
Sims, EWSC.
High jump — Baines and Ron
Langworthy, UM; Svendsen, EW
SC.
Pole vault—Baines and Steve
Johnson, UM; Devine, Hisaw, Rick

2 PLAYERS SIGN WITH UM
Two high school football players
from Washington have announced
they will attend UM this fall.
They are Greg Miles, a 6-0, 190pound linebacker from Seattle and
Bill Sterns, a 6-0, 192-pound of
fensive guard and defensive end
from Stevenson.
Miles made the all-Seattle team
last season and was captain and
most valuable player at Blanchett
High School.
Sterns earned a berth on the all
southwest Washington AA confer
ence team.

GET W ITH
FUN ‘N’ SUNGET W ITH

OLSON’S GROCERY
FOR A G R EAT SELECTION OF THE
B EVE R AG ES A N D S N A C K S Y O U ’L L NEED
2105 South Higgins

Get
your
bumblebee
degree
Dodge Charger R/T

Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R/T,
Coronet R/T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own dis
tinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in com
mon. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of other standard and optional features.

Dodge
i

m il
i
Oodge Coronet R/T

To help you make the grade, the standard engines
for the Scat Pack include a 340-cu.-in. V8 for the
Dart GTS. And for Charger R/T and Coronet R/T, a
440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.
I4KT. G O L D O V ER L A Y

Korte and Dan Cowee, EWSC.
440-yard relay—Nelson, Robin
son, Gopp and Jones, UM; EWSC
will run.
Mile relay—Nebel, Harrington,
Velez and Koontz, UM No. 1;
Thompson, Gopp, Stark and Hahn,
UM No. 2; EWSC will run.

<

To add some color to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red”
C o lo r— w ith the
authentic embroi
dered “ bum ble
bee” design on
front and back.
Send fo r y o u r s
today.
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Roses o f delicately handcarved genuine ivory, with

F IL L O U T A ND M A IL T O :
Hughee-Hatcher-SuHrln, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn.: Mr. G u t Anton.

f i n e l y v e i n e d le a v e s in
14Kt. yellow gold overlay.
See our beautiful selec
tion o f this fine quality
jewelry today.
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N ext to W ilm a Theater
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Dodge Dart GTSport

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distin
guishing marks at no extra cost Bold bumblebee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along Hie side. Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you’ve got it Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer’s and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

Fri., May 10, 1968

Enclosed b a check'or money order (made payable to
Hughes-Hatcher-Sulfrin) for S________________to cover cost of
.jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S , M,
L X L X X L (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)
Name

Size

Address
City

State
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Grizzly Nine Hits the Road
The Grizzly baseball team,
which is on the road for the rest
of the season, will play Gonzaga
University in Spokane on Satur
day and the University of Idaho in
Moscow on Monday.
Montana will be out to improve
its 3-3 league record. In their last
games, the Tips split a doubleheader with Idaho State Univer

sity, currently the leader in the
Big Sky Conference.
Gonzaga is in fourth place in
the six-team league with a 2-4
record.
Coach Larry Works said Gon
zaga has been going downhill after
a fast start. But he added that
Gonzaga would be tough at home.
Idaho ranks fifth in the league
with a 1-5 mark. Works said,

Intramural Notes, Schedules
FRIDAY
4 pan.
El B. J.’s vs. Shysters, CB1
Fomok vs. Rudyard Panthers,
CB2
5 p.m.
Army ROTC No. 2 vs. R. A.’s,
LAF vs. LDS Institute, CB1
6:30 p.m.
Tidal Wave vs. Aber 10th, CB1
Lonely Hearts vs. Fish, CB2
PSK vs. SX, BF3
SAE vs. SPE, BF4
• Rosters for the intramural
golf tournament must be turned in

today to Don Peterson in FH 216.
The tournament begins at 8 pm . on
Sunday. An entry fee of $1.50 must
be paid by Svery participant.
SATURDAY
11 a.m.
Bat Crackers vs. AFROTC, CB1
Jamaico Saints vs. Omar and the
Lugnuts, CB2

“ Idaho has been getting stronger
all the time but I don’t know what
to expect from them.” The coach
said he thought the Grizzlies had
a good chance to win all four
games.
Works said he probably will
start senior righthander Jerry Sepich against Gonzaga but was not
certain about his starting pitchers
for the other games.
“Everything depends on how we
do in the opener against Gon
zaga,” Works said.
The other starters will be Brian
Cloutier, catching; Harry Allen,
first base; Dewey Allen, second
base; Mike Hoonan, shortstop; Pat
Shannon, third base; Larry Slo
cum, left field; Mike Heroux or
Tim Sampson, center 'field, and
Jim Kenyon, right field.

LARGEST BEAR IN THE WORLD—This polar bear, believed to
be the world’s largest, was shot by A. R. Dubs, an Oregon contractor
who hunts and photographs his adventures as a hobby. The hunting
of the bear is one of three parts of Dubs’ movie which is being
shown in Missoula this week. The movie also features Dubs hunting
the Desert Bighorn mountain sheep.

Oregon Contractor-Sportsman
Records Adventures on Film
A. R. Dubs, a sportsman who
does his shooting with both gun
and camera, is in Missoula this
week for the showing of his threepart adventure film. Dubs, an Ore
gon building contractor, hunts and
takes pictures as a hobby.
The movie, playing at 7 and 9
p.m. tonight and Saturday at the
R oxy Theater, shows Dubs hunt
ing the polar bear (pictured
above). There are two other parts
to the film.
The polar bear turned out to be
the world’s largest. The bear, cur
rently on display at Ripley’s Be
lieve It or Not Museum in New
Y o r k , m e a s u r e d 11’4V4” and
weighed 1,800 pounds. It took
Dubs 18 shots to kill the bear
with his 300 Weatherby Magnum.
That feat has been overshad
owed by Dubs’ latest adventure—
a “ Grand Slam” of the four spe
cies (Bighorn, Stone, White and
Desert) of the North American
mountain sheep.
, Although other hunters have
bagged the grand slam, Dubs did
it in eight months as compared
with record holder Herb Klein’s 16
years. Dubs covered 24,000 miles

with the help of airplane, car, jeep,
pack horse and burro.
“Baja Bighorn” shows Dubs and
his hunting party stalk the Desert
Bighorn in the Sierra De Yuba
Mountains in California.
Dubs’ hunt of record-size mule
deer is shown in the “Oregon High
Desert” film.
Wildlife experts have praised
the film.
Tom McAllister, a well-known
writer for the Oregon Journal,
said,' “The package is the first
professionally done and most ex
citing the writer has seen in the
hunting adventure field.”
Don Holm, wildlife editor of the
Portland Oregonian, wrote: “The
Dubs’ films have that extreme in
gredient of audience appreciation
not often achieved by profession
als, to say nothing of amateurs.”
Mayo Ashley, sports editor of
the Great Falls Tribune, said: “ It
is a fine show, something unique
in the outdoor film category.
Each of Dubs’ films has a story
line which gives it the type of con
tinuity you- never see in this type
of movie. The most amazing thing,
at least to me, was that Dubs did
all the photography work himself.”

lEatcr
DRIVE-IN
F IF T H A N D R U S S E L L

House
Specialties
Rare Beef Sandwich
with Dip
Fish & Chips
(English Style)
Real Home-Made Chili
and Apple Pie

AD U L TS O N L Y:
18 or Over; No Exceptions
Please Bring
Valid Proof of Age.

M o ta l Female Animal!

Inside Seating
Carry Out Service
PHONE 549-2972

m v /iiji

Eastman Color— Ultrascope
EXTRA!
“ Come Back To Erin”
Sports — Cartoon

OPEN 6:15 P.M.
Shorts at 6:30-8:55
“Baby” at 7:15-9:40

Showplace of Montana

WILMA
Phone 543-7341

S A T U R D A Y A N D S U N D A Y S H O W TIM ES:
“ Carmen, Baby” at 5:10— 7:35— 10:00; Shorts at 6:50— 9:05.
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Student Editors Follow U.S. Trend

Kaimin Policy Origins Deep in History
By LOUISE FENNER
Montana. Kalinin Staff Writer

“This is the college man’s war,” in Europe, most American college
the Kaimin editorial of April 3, students were determined that the
1917, said. “All wars are. The col United States stay neutral. A na
lege man is in the prime of life. tion-wide opinion poll was con
War is .wrong. Everyone knows ducted on campuses by UCLA,
that but it is a purely idealistic which asked the question, “ Should
The Kaimin, January, 1899: point of view, for as long as the the United States enter the Euro
"Our country has entered the world holds together, and “the sur
pean war?” At UM, 97 per cent of
council of world giants, possessing vival of the fittest” is the univer
the students voted no. But asked
the power of a genius nation, and sal motto, war will be thrust upon if they would be willing to fight
upholding the rights, of freemen us, and when it comes, the flower “if the United States was at
where men’s rights are scorned.” of the nation must be in the first tacked," 96 per cent voted yes.
June 3, 1965: “ Our country has line of trenches.”
The day after the poll, a Kaimin
been wrong, too righteously, too
Yet the Kaimin advocated the editorial said, “ It would seem that
often. There are those of us who introduction of compulsory mili the propagandists have a big job
believe that the United States is tary training on campus in the on their hands in trying to convert
the real threat to world peace.”
our generation unless the United
form of ROTC drill.
These two statements were made
States proper were attacked. At
ROTC Advocated
by the Kaimin 66 years apart.
“ If the student can conceive of present anyway we are isolated
The first concerns the Spanishfrom
war — unless we want to
American War, and the second the any circumstances under which he stick our neck out and enter to
would volunteer to go to war for
Vietnam War.
save the world from something or
In 66 years there has been an his country, he is foolish not to other. Americans hate war, stu
incredible transformation in the vote for this training before the dents hate, war and we hate war.
opinion of the Kaimin about war actually comes,” an editorial Let’s stay home and keep nut of
American foreign policy. Once said March 1, 1917. That year the it.” Oct. 12, 1939.
America was the “good guy;” she measure was passed.
This attitude persisted until 1941,
When the United States became when the Pearl Harbor attack
is now ttie villain. Once her for
eign policy was acclaimed; now it involved directly, the Kaimin brought America into World War
quickly tried to rally support. On II. Not being able to cry “Ameri
is scorned.
Dec. 7, 1917, an editorial said, ca, stay out,” any longer, the Kai
Kaimin Typical “More university men are leaving min did as it did in World War I,
It is not the opinions of the for the Army. There is sincere re
various Kaimin editors that count, gret that these men are ' leaving and campaigned for support of the
but the fact that they are typical their school work. But there would American cause.
Two days after Pearl Harbor,
of college newspaper editors all be deeper regret if they faltered
over the country. The Kaimin fol or lingered in the performance of the Kaimin editor wrote, “ We are
lows the trend of national cam what we all recognize as their doing some wistful thinking if we
believe we can escape [the draft]
pus opinion quite faithfully— cur present duty.”
entirely. No matter how we got
rently the trend is dissent; in
To those left at home, the Kal there, we are in the war, and we
World Wars I and II it was sup
man advised,” About that summer should do all we can to stop it by
port of America’s cause.
vacation — Forget those parties
In 1898 there was strong, un- you planned. The Belgians won’t the defeat of our enemies whether
it involves leaving college in mid
questioning support o f America’s be holding parties. Women, if Red
term or not. And we cannot help
cause in the fight with Spain. “ No Cross rooms get hot this summer,
but think that the average college
one doubts the wisdom of Con
complain! Complain because you student feels the same way.”
gress in the stand which it made are doing so little. It is our utmost
Throughout the war, the Kai
and that the ultimate result will which is required now. Every man min emphasized two main points—
be victory for the United States and woman, yea, even every child “ unity and united effort will win
and freedom for Cuba,” said a Kai
has to give his all to the nation. this war and that the college stu
min editorial of June 1, 1898.
Then will the Hun have about as dent should remain in school un
There were no shades of gray much chance as the proverbial til called for service.” Jan. 8, 1942.
doubt in those early editorials. It snowball.” May 31, 1918.
In many editorials the Kaimin
was as clear as black and white.
When World War II broke out urged UM students to get a good
America was the “good guy.”
A January, 1899, editorial sum
|ug!gtg!CiciCjra('ct6'ctctc<c>e<etgtg'S!€te!S!g'gtc>g!3'€'g!g!C'Pste<ece(tg<6'e!e!€!C'e<e>gN
med up the evils of America’s
enemy: “Bigoted, insolent Spain
has wasted the last energies of her
decadent power in defensb of the
tyrannous traditions of her his
tory. So have ended Spain’s long
centuries of rapine and murder.
W IT H
Forgotten in her glory, ended is
her shame, her sins are atoned
in her ruin. Her end is the exten
RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES,
sion of freedom.”
During World War I the Kaimin
HALLMARK CARDS
reflected UM students’ ambivalent
feelings about war. They hated
war, they wanted to improve con
ditions at home worrying about
OR
Europe, but is drafted they went
with little hesitation.
The Kaimin’s first editorials
COSTUME JEWELRY
during the war asked America to
remain neutral.
The Misery of Europe FROM
“ In looking to the misery of
Europe, we are forgetting that in
our own midst is suffering as in
tense and misery as abject as that
o f Serbia. In answering the call
from battle-ridden Europe, do not
505 Burlington
pass by the appeals that come 5
from our own wayside.” March
19, 1915.

☆

☆

☆

education, for well-trained people
would be needed badly when the
war- ended.
An endless c a m p a i g n was
launched to build up the campus
war effort. In January, 1942, the
Kaimin told students to combat
needless waste by conserving food,
clothes, electricity, gas.
In April the students read the
first “buy defense stamps” edi
torial, and many more followed.
They were advised to roll band
ages for the Red Cross and elimi
nate elaborate social functions.
“ If a country is good enough to
live in, it’s good enough to fight
for,” the Kaimin said March 27,

1942. “ We are so afraid of being
called a flag-waver we’d do. any
thing to escape it. Bands, parades
and appeals to loyalty are only
symbols, and if these symbols can
increase our enthusiasm toward
what we have to do, what we
need is flag waving and more flag
waving.”
What the Kaimin said less than
two months after America entered
the war, however, was the under
lying current of all that would be
written in the next three years.
“ The war is here, and cannot now
be prevented. Therefore we must
win.it. But above all, we must re(Continued on page 7)
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DOMINGO’S
FOR A NEW YOU

OUR EXPER TS W IL L S T Y L E A N D SET
Y O U R H A IR SO IT IS PER FECTLY
SUITED T O Y O U R L O O K S, PERSO N A L IT Y A N D NEEDS.
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|DOMINGO’S
5
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HAIRSTYLES

FLORENCE HOTEL

REMEM BER M O TH ER

I

PALMER’S DRUG

the latest . . . the
petal cover-up

Student Specials
“ Tangy, Hickory-Smoked”
Foot-Longs
Tacos-Crisp O’Rings
Ice-Cold Slush Drinks
A ll popular fruit flavors
*

*

*

*

Your choice of 16 colors
Organza petals on organza scarf that
ties back and dresses you up for a day
in town, luncheon, to the office . . .
you’ll even look elegant between visits
to the hairdresser. Buy two . . . or
three! In Black, Hot Pink, Orange, Y e l
low, Mint, Beige, Turquoise, Black and
W hite plus many more! Choose from
16 shades! Petal cover-up, just $2!
FASHION MILLINERY

[Sumgooj
teatftwJ
MwjSKj
CfKtft 1

Try our giant pork loin
sandwiches— TERRIFIC

Home of the Bigger and Better 19^-ers
6 — MONTANA KAIMIN
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fH alf-W ay H ouse9 Forms Part
O f Service to Alcohol Patients
By KATHY ASTLEY
Montana Kalinin Staff Writer
The alcoholic who recovers phy
sically from his illness may be
left with a mental stigma that
caused his illness.
“The half-way house forms an
important place in continuum of
services in the recovery from al
coholism,” commented W a 11 e' r
Custer, Executive Director of the
Western Montana Council on Al
coholism.
Mr. Custer, one of the founders
of the council, is trying to organize
a half-way house program in Mis
soula. The half-way house is a
type of recovery house for alco
holics. According to Mr. Custer,
the half-way house prepares the
alcoholic to meet the demands and
responsibilities of society by al
lowing him to work with other
patients who cannot cope with
society.
Services such as the half-way
house have been founded for other
social problems such as crime,

drugs, and mental retardation, Mr.
Custer said.
$10,000 Needed
"The Western Montana Council
on Alcoholism is pushing this proj
ect,” Mr. Custer said. “We need
approximately ten thousand dol
lars to get it operating.” Mr. Cus
ter said the Montana Office of Vo
cational Rehabilitation will help
the program by furnishing medi
cal care for the residents. In order
to get their support, Mr. Custer
said, the half-way house must
meet two requirements. These are
that the patient have a physical
examination and a psychiatric
evaluation.
The half-way house’s own stip
ulation is that the client must be
sober when he enters the residence
and stay sober for the rest of his
stay within the house.
The proposed home would be
built in a multiple dwelling dis
trict, he said, within walking dis
tance of town.
Mr. Custer said there will prob
ably be resistance, at first, to the

Kaimin Editors Express Ideas
Showing Trends of W ar Dissent
(Continued from page 6)
organize afterwards to see that the
causes of this war are no longer
in existence.” Jan. 29, 1942.
In 1950, five years after this war
ended, the Korean war broke out.
Strangely, during all three years
of that war, the Kaimin made
virtually no reference to it. Only
once was the war mentioned in
an editorial, April 11, 1952, which
urged students to support a blood
drive, because the blood was
needed in Korea.
New Editorial Trend Appears
There was nothing in the Kai
min during the Korean war that
hinted of the new trend — anti
war sentiment far stronger than
any before — that would appear
with reference to the Vietnam
war. One of the first signs ap
peared on the Kaimin editorial
page April 9, 1965, in which the
Vietnam war was desoribed as
strategically “unfavorable.”
The editorial ended by saying,
“The Chinese Communists are
not the paper tiger many think.
We need only recall the Korean
bloodbath to hope that the John
son administration will not in
volve the United States in an
other immoral and cruel war.”
Once the United States was
deeply involved, the Kaimin did
not suddenly back the American
cause as it had done in all other
wars. Instead, it has shown ever
growing dissatisfaction and dissent
against the war policy.
' The Kaimin has printed war edi
torials that would seem unbeliev
ably outspoken to the bandage
rollers of World War II. One ap
peared June 3, 1965, and again
March 1, 1966 and in part it says:
“ There are those of us who can
no longer be “ good Americans,”

Ein Photo
Von Ihnen
Macht Ein
Gluckliches
Geschenk

continuing, bovine-like, to palate,
if not savor, the warmed-over
clump of dung: our country, right
or wrong. Our country has been
wrong, too righteously, too often,
and seldom more so than in South
east Asia where it is waging un
constitutional, immoral and im
perialistic war against the wills of
a great many in whose behalf it
presumes to effect its criminal ag
gression.
“Fortunately, in this one respect,
the official Vietnam stance is so
blatantly reprehensible that it is
easier-to be a ‘bad’ and ‘disloyal’
American than to stomach the
policies laid down by a man unfit
tor the Presidency — this hypo
crite; Lyndon Baines Johnson, who
directs a war without the authori
ty of tjie constitution he swore to
uphold and enforce.
“There are those of us who be
lieve that the United States is the
real threat to world peace. We are
the ‘disloyal’ A m e r i c a n s who
hope, uncomfortably and without
joy, for United States withdrawal,
if not defeat, in South Vietnam.”
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MACRO-BIOTIC Foods and Books
Gomasio-Miso-Tahini-Mu Tea-Tamari!

house by the surrounding neigh
borhood. Mr. Custer said he hopes
this problem will not be serious
because alcoholism is a public
health problem and therefore a
public responsibility.
A half-way house such as the
one proposed by the Western
Council on Alcoholism is already
in operation in Helena.
Bauer Speaks
On April 18, the Rev. John
Bauer spoke to a public meeting of
the Western Montana Council on
Alcoholism on the .“New Horizon”
half-way house in Helena. In the
meeting, Father Bauer told of the
half-way house in Helena which
was started on a community or
ganization basis. Many volunteers
of the town were involved, in
cluding such persons as doctors,
nurses, psychiatrists, and house
wives.
Father Bauer said they investi
gated all possibilities for housing,
since they wanted to have a home
rather than an institution. The
property used was an old, fiveroom building, Father Bauer said,which once had been used as a
boarding house for early state leg
islators.
The alcoholics did most of the
remodeling in the house, he said,
and townspeople contributed the
furnishings.
Manager Hired
A house manager was hired to
care for the house. A social worker
was also put on the staff. He is to
assist in “case work.” The social
worker interviews the clients when
they come in, and has group meet
ings with them twice a week.
According to Father Bauer, the
idea of the half-way house was
first pioneered to help former con
victs by Father Dismus Clark in
St. Louis, Missouri.
‘W hen you are an alcoholic you
are in prison with- your emotions,”
Father Bauer said. “The house
helps integrate the person back
into the community. We want them
to be a part of the community, to
blend in, not to shelter them.”
To live in the house a person
must be an alcoholic and want to
be helped, he said. At the “New
Horizon” house, a man who drinks
must stay out for 24 hours. If he
drinks again he is out for a week.
A man found drunk in the house
is rejected from the program.
Plans for the future include
treatment for women suffering
from alcoholism, and a home fdr
'out - patients at the half - way
house.
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“You A re A ll Sanpaku” by Sakurazawa Nyoiti
Complete Line of Olympic Coach Bob Hoffman’s j
Products.
Special to University Students this week: One of five *
new Hoffman books free with purchase of Hoffman
Product.
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1222 WEST kent

Tremper Shopping Area
Across from Buttrey*s

SHARPE’S A&W
makes your life more

DELICIOUS
with
•
•
•
•

Tacos!
• Hoagies!
Mushroom Burgers
Pork Chop Sandwiches
Bleu Burgers

SHARPE’S A&W
ON SO U TH H IG G IN S ACRO SS FROM
CAM PBELL FIELD

New Band

T H E

New Band

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
Lights - Action - Popcorn

NO COVER

the RED
BARON
highway 95 south
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Superamerica Remembers

1
1

Mother

1

O

•

W ITH :

• 8-Speed Waring Blenders $21.27!
• 4-slice Toasters $12.87 and up!
• Charcoal Grills $3.37 - $21.97!

1

And Dad
W ITH :

Zebco 606 rod-reel-line outfit
($23.90 value) $5.77!
Reels
• Rods
Tackle
• Tackle Boxes
Life Jackets
D ouble Stamps fo r Students

Even though Mom may be far away,
remind her that she’s special by using
the quick wire service

Nicht War?
at

Alan Shirley

Garden City Floral

. PHOTOGRAPHER
825 So. Higgins 543-8386
The Gardner Millers

129 W . Front
111 Orange Street
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Accreditation Team to Visit
For First Time in 11 Years
An accreditation team will be
on campus today lor the first time
in 11 years to evaluate the Uni
versity, according to Norman Tay
lor, academic vice president.
The team is from the Northwest
Association of Secondary and
Higher Schools, of which the Uni
versity is a member.
The University was last evalu
ated in 1957. An accreditation team
usually visits every 5 to 10 years,
Mr. Taylor said, but because of
Changes in evaluation procedures
evaluation had been postponed.
The 20-member team will in
clude professors in many areas of
study from schools throughout the
Northwest area.
The team will be on campus
three days reviewing departments
and talking to students, Mr. Tay
lor said.
An evaluation report of the Uni-

Indiana Scientist
To Present Four
Lectures at UM
Wesley C. Salmon, philosopher
of science from Indiana Univer
sity, will present four lectures
during his three-day visit to UM
May 12-15.
Sunday night he will present a
speech entitled “ Space” at the
Philosophy Club meeting in LA
420 at 7:30.
“Plausibility Arguments in Sci
ence, or How to be Open Minded
without being Stupid” is the title
of his public lecture at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in LA11.
Monday afternoon he will ad
dress a philosophy of science class
in LA 420 at 2:10 on “Inductive
Explanations.”
His final speech will be at 12:30
p m . Tuesday when he will address
Sigma X i concerning “ Simultanei
ty Now.”
Salmon, currently the chairman
of the U.S. National Committee of
the International Union of History
and Philosophy of Science, is the
author of two books, “Logic” and
“The Foundations of Scientific In
ference.”

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Each line (5 words average)
first Insertion __________ ________
Each consecutive Insertion________ ,_10#

204

Deadlines: Noon the day precedingpublication
I f errors are made in advertisement,
immediate notice must be given the
publishers since w e are responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
No advertising will be accepted from
agencies known to discriminate on
grounds o f race or national origin.
PHONE 243-4932

1. LOST AND FOUND
L o s t : p r e s c r ip t io n s u n g l a s s ES, Brown and gold rims. Vicinity
University, Saturday; Call 243-2111,
Mary Nlcol.______________________ 100-2c

6. TYPING

\

EXP. ELECTRIC TYPING. Reasonable.
Phone 549-7245.
98-3c
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson. 235
Dearborn Ave., phone 549-7818.
69-tfc
TYPING. Phone 549-6738._________65-tfc
TYPING. Former corporate secretary.
9-6704.____________________________ 42-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Don Berg, 240 Dearborn.
543-4109.
3-tfo
TYPING. 543-8733.
41-tfc
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. 549-5236._________________ 41-tfc

versity will be presented at an
association meeting in November.
Mr. Taylor emphasized that the
accreditation team will not give
the University a rating. He said,
“ They will compare it to their
own schools and others only to
make suggestions as to how to
improve our administration and
departments.”

Tax Dividend
Is Solution,
Morton Says
WASHINGTON (A P )—A* plan
to divert corporate income taxes
from the Treasury to the voting
public was outlined in the Senate
yesterday by Sen. Thruston B.
Morton, R-Ky.
The proposal is called the Na
tional Dividend Plan and was de
veloped by John H. Perry Jr., West
Palm Beach, Fla., businessman and
publisher.
As outlined by Morton, the plan
offers a way to stabilize the econ
omy, eliminate most welfare pro
grams, decentralize the federal
government, strengthen the free
enterprise system, improve race
relations and encourage full par
ticipation in elections.
Its main provisions, Morton said,
would place a 50 per cent ceiling
on corporate income taxes, exempt
corporate dividends from federal
personal income taxes and distrib
ute all corporate income tax col
lections to those who had legally
voted in the federal general elec
tions every two years.

CALLING U
TODAY
Intervarsity Christian Fellow
ship, 7:30 pm ., Lutheran Center.
TOMORROW
Warmsprings visitation and sem
inar, UCCF House.
SUNDAY
__LSA picnic, 5:30 pm ., 532 Uni
versity Ave.
TUESDAY
Young Republicans, 7:30 pm .,
Territorial Room, Lodge.

I PLACEMENT j
CENTER

Today
• Harlowton Public Schools,
Harlowton, seniors for teaching
positions.
• Boy Scouts of America, Mis
soula, seniors with any degree.
Tuesday
• American National Insurance
Co., Missoula, seniors in business
administration, the arts and sci
ences and law.

21. FOB SALE
L o o k s , R E C O R D S , miscellaneous
items. 542-2055.__________________ 99-2c
T.V.'s, new and used. Stereos, tape re
corders, radios, guitars. Sales and guar
anteed service, Koakl T. V., 541 So. Hlgglns Ave._______________________ 41-tfc

2Z. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT, 321 So. 3rd
West. 549-8847.
tfe
DEAR COLORED FRIENDS. In order
to show m y belief in the non-discrimi
nation clause which University housing
requires, I am offering to a clean cut
colored couple an apartment at 911
East Beckwith—an apartment o f good
repute which will be available on June
15th. This apartment w ill rent fo r $75
a month anq you may see it after June
10th. Sincerely yours, Richard L.
Jenkins. _______________________ 100-2c

25. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENTS: Earn while you learn.
Part-time contact work, pays good
money and starts you earning quickly.
Phone 9-5753.
71-tic
RETAILERS ARE WAITING TO GIVE
YOU ORDERS for East Totem West
Posters. Commission equals $100 a
w eek for 20 hours. Write EAST TO
TEM WEST, P. O. B O X 765, Mill Val
ley, Calif., 94941.
97-5c
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Concerning

U

rn m rn
• The Lutheran Center will
hold a .picnic at Bass Creek Sun
day for foreign students. Inter
ested persons should meet at the
Lutheran center at 2 p.m.
• Vern Kugle, state campaign
coordinator of “Rockefeller for
President,” will be in LA 102 to
morrow at 2 p.m. Interested per
sons are invited to come talk with
him.
• Rocky Mountaineers inter
ested in working on the Lucifer
Lake trail crew tomorrow should
call Jerry Moore, 549-9300.
The Academic Affairs Com
mission is conducting a student
opinion poll on the English com
position requirement. Question
naires are available at the Lodge
desk, and should be returned to
the desk by tonight.
• Program Council is sponsor
ing the French film, “ Testament of
Orpheus,” at 7:30 p m . tonight in
LA 11. Admission is $.50.
Applications for ASUM com
mittees and commissioners can be
picked up at the Lodge desk.
0 New members were approved
for four ASUM commissions at
Central Board Wednesday night.
Max Agather, Beth Eastman and
Nora Woomer were approved for
Auxiliary Sports Commission.
Jean Ennis, Bruce Gray and
Pat Hughes were approved for the
Montana Affairs Commission.
Clayton Schanck, Tom Shaughnessy, Bruce Whitehead and Nora
Woomer were approved for Pub
lications Board.
Mark Agather and Jack Martin
were approved for Traditions
Board.

0 Twenty - one A n g e l Flight
members and 11 Air Force ROTC
members will compete in the Lilac
Festival Invitational Drill Com
petition at Fairchild Air Force
Base in Spokane today and tomor
row.

0 Seven new members of Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalistic
society, were initiated recently.
New members are Dennis Burns,
Mike Cuffe, John DeWildt, Bill
Hanson, Douglas Moher, Ken Rob
ertson, and Mike Wood.

0

0
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The smart set know that a m odest price
can still buy the luxury o f fine craftsmanship
and exquisite styling.
■> In crystal and jewel tone colors.
Elsenberg Ice o f c o u r s e . ■•

T H E PIN * 8 S O
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BRAD FO RD JEW ELRY
“In The M all”
Holiday Village

Experts explain how m oney talks
Editor’s note: On April 26, a seminar titled, “Economic Policy
and the Montana Press,” was held on the U M campus. The
seminar was co-sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis and the School of Journalism.
The seminar was held to better acquaint interested persons,
specifically representatives of mass media, with such impor
tant, current, news-dominating issues as monetary and fiscal
policy, the gold drain and the balance of payments deficit.
This week the Kaimin presents part I of a three-part article
on the seminar. Part I w ill present the first two speakers
on the agenda: James H. Hammill, director of public infor
mation for the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, who
spoke on monetary policy, and Samuel B. Chase, U M economics
professor and economic consultant to the Helena branch of
the Ninth Federal Reserve District, who spoke on fiscal policy.

seven members of the Board of
Governors. The Board members
are appointed by the President of
the United States for i4-year peri
ods. The appointments are stag
gered so not all members are ap
pointed during one political re
gime.

Policy decisions

The committee meets in Wash
ington D.C. every three weeks to
review the current economic sit
uation and to make a policy de
cision based on that situation. The
committee is currently headed by
William McChesney Martin.
Mr. Hammill said once all opin
ions concerning the economic sit
uation have been heard, the com
mittee will make a decision on the
By T R O Y HOLTER
policy to be followed for the next
three weeks. He said 5 of the 12
Kaimin Feature Editor
presidents and the seven-member
Mr. Hammill explained mone ices. In this type of situation the Board vote on a rotating basis. The
tary policy referred to actions of policy handed down by the Fed. president of the New York bank
the Federal Reserve system (the would be a restrictive one. It always votes.
Fed,) with the objective of influ would tighten credit making it
Mr. Hammill explained how
encing the supply of money and more difficult to obtain money; policy is implemented once it is
credit in the United States. He hence, less money exists in the decided which policy will go into
said money included not only coin economy.
effect. One way is affecting the
and currency but demand deposits
The. second objective is employ ability of the banking system to
(checking accounts in commercial ment level. If there was a high create new loans and investments
banks), which comprise about 80 p e r c e n t a g e of unemployment and thereby new money.
per cent of the total supply of
(higher than four per cent is con
Mr. Hammill used the example
money. Mr. Hammill added the sidered high by 12ie Fed.) the p o l i  of a man who wanted to begin a
jurisdiction of monetary policy cy would be expansionist. The Fed. business. The man goes to a bank
comes under the Fed. while fiscal would make more money avail for a loan. A day earlier someone
policy is controlled by the Execu able to the public, resulting in had made a $1,000 deposit in that
tive and Congress.
more economic activity and high
bank. According to law, banks
er employment.
must keep a certain percentage of
The third factor is balance of deposits in reserve. If the current
payments. Balance of payments percentage is 20 per cent then
reflects our sales of goods and $800 of the $1,000 would be free
services to foreigners compared to loan.
Mr. Hammill said the Fed. influ
With the $800 loan the man buys
with their sales to us. Dining an
ences the supply of money and inflationary period our goods are materials for his business. The
credit with several objectives in priced higher for export and less man from whom he bought the
mind: (1) price level, (2) level of attractive to foreign interests; materials deposits the $800 in an
employment or unemployment,- therefore, fewer goods are ex
other bank, 20 per cent of which
(3) favorable balance on interna ported than imported and an un- is retained and $640 loaned. The
tional account [balance of pay favojable balance of payments ex process continues to create new
ments] and (4) steady and con ists.
bank reserves.
tinual economic growth in the
The fourth objective is steady
United States.
growth of the economy.
Mr. Hammill explained how the
The most important body mak
Fed. influences price level. The ing the decisons on policy within
policy can be used to fight infla the Fed. is the Federal Open Mar
tion, for instance. Inflation is the ket Committee. The committee is
Mr. Hammill concluded his talk
consequence of too many dollars comprised of the presidents of the with an explanation of several of
chasing too few goods, and serv
12 Federal Reserve banks and the the more frequent tools used by

Inflation

Policy tools

the Fed. to implement its policy:
(1) reserve requirements, (2) dis
count rate and (3) open market
operations.
The Fed. may increase the re
serve requirements of commercial
banks. Instead of 14 per cent, for
instance, which is the average re
serve requirement among banks,
the Fed. may require a 16 per cent
ceiling which would lessen the
amount of money which could be
loaned.
The discount rate is the interest
rate charged member banks on
loans from Federal Reserve banks.
If the rate is increased, interest
rates rise and credit markets
tighten. A cut in the rate results
in easier conditions in the money
markets.
Open market operations are
conducted in government securi
ties. They can be purchased and
kept or repurchased under an
agreement requiring the dealers of
securities to buy them back with
in a few days. Security sales and
purchases directly affect the vol
ume of member banks’ reserves
and therefore the cost and avail
ability of credit.
When the Fed. buys securities it
gives a check on itself to the seller.
When the check is deposited in a
bank it is sent to a Federal Re
serve bank for deposit to the com
mercial bank’s reserve account.
This expands credit since it in
creases the reserves of member
hanks.

Fiscal policy
Mr. Chase said the theory of
John Maynard Keynes, which was
developed and published in the
1930s, aroused enormous contro
versy but was gradually accepted
as a method of affecting the course
o f the economy.
Mr. Chase said the theory is
difficult to implement but easy to
understand: In an economy, the
governments’ actions exert a pro
found influence on the course of
that economy. They do this by af
fecting the level of spending.
Mr. Chase said the budget for
fiscal year 1969 is $186 billion and
that taxes running close to that
total will have a profound effect

on what private spenders do. Key
nesian economics, he said, is con
cerned with the effects of govern
ment spending and taxes on the
course of the economy. He said if
government manipulates taxing
and spending properly it can alter
the ratd of growth of total spend
ing or total demand for goods from
what it otherwise would be.
Mr. Chase said Keynesian eco
nomics was originally advanced
during the depression of the 1930s.
At that time it was prescribed that
taxes be cut thus boosting private
spending and that government
spending be raised, creating de
mand for new output and a reduc
tion in unemployment. The gov
ernment, Mr. Chase said, would
spend more than tax, creating a
deficit. This, he said, is the basis of
fiscal policy, that taxes and spend
ing need not be linked in a one-toone ratio.

Full employment
He said a mandate for the gov
ernment to manipulate taxes and
spending was written into the Em
ployment Act of 1946 which re
quires the government to maintain
full employment but not at the ex
pense of inflation.
Mr. Chase said fiscal policy calls
for an increased budget deficit re
sulting from either increased gov
ernment spending with the same
tax rates or lower taxes with the
same government spending, or a
combination of both. This would
leave more money in the pri
vate sector for spending, he said.
During periods of inflation, Mr.
Chase said, the opposite holds.
G o v e r n m e n t expenditures are
helping to fuel inflation and by
cutting them, total demand is re
duced. Inflationary pressures are
made to subside.
Mr. Chase described two meth
ods for altering the economic sit
uation: The first is the automatic
stabilizer. The government lets
nature take tis course. When the
economy slumps, tax receipts of
the government slump because
taxes are tied to. economic activity.
Therefore, the amount govera(Continued on Page 10)

Experts explain money mysteries
(Continued from Page 9)
ment takes away is reduced and
this cushions any decline that is
under way in private spending.
Another automatic stabilizer is
unemployment compensation. Pay
ments increase as employment de
creases. On the other hand, as the
economy grows, taxes increase.
The amount of money which
would be added to the inflationary
trend is reduced. Certain govern
ment programs geared to reces
sion, such as unemployment com
pensation, are slowed down.
Mr. Chase said automatic sta
bilizers gained wide acceptance in
the United States in the 1950s be
cause .there were several reces
sions during that period.
The second method of altering
the economic situation is discre
tionary fiscal policy. It involves a
conscious action by the govern
ment in manipulating taxes and
spending. Mr. Chase said taxes

and almost all spending require
legislation. He said the United
States has not had much experi
ence with legislated fiscal policy.
There has been much tax action,
he said, but not much directly re
lated to and explained by Key
nesian economics.

Conscious action
The tax cut of 1964, Mr. Chase
said, was designed to perk up an
economy which was not growing

f^The experience was painful to
western Montana when the
monetary brakes were applied. ^
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in your future
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NORTHWESTERN
NATIONAL LIFE

PLAN

I

Western Montana’s Largest
Life Insurance Agency

with

Branch Office— Great Falls
Robert E. Lee, Manager

cJcm fltvrley

Tour on Campus Agent for

Home Phone—543-3138
Office Phone—549-4154

banks, savings and loan associa(Continued on Page 11)
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W e Have the Largest Selection
o f Knits in Town— .
Stripes
Solids
Turtlenecks
N ew Colors in Spring and Summer Jeans

A & B

Men’s

Shop

208 N.Higgins

.

,

'

Open Friday Evenings Until 9 p.m.

jj
-

PH O T O G R A P H Y |
825 So. Higgins 543-8386
The Gardner Millers

1965, he said, and as 1966 got un
der way it became clear that a tax
increase should be instituted.
The experience to western Mon
tana was painful when the Fed.
was left to restrain excessive rate
of growth and demand, Mr. Chase
said, and no tax increase was
forthcoming. He said it made the
relation of monetary and fiscal
policy clear: If during a period of
buoyant economic activity the
government runs a large deficit,
this in itself is putting pressure on
the credit markets. The govern
ment has to borrow in order to
finance its deficit. If at the same
time the Fed. is faced with the
problem of an economy growing
too rapidly it has to put the brakes
on credit expansion. In 1966 inter
est rates mounted rapidly and the
economy suffered a severe eco
nomic dislocation. Interest rates
went up.
Mr. Chase continued: As rates
on marketable securities (such as
government or corporate bonds
and other instruments) rose, those
who were accustomed to putting

Shop Early for
Gifts for the Graduate
at

NEAL’S SHOE REPAIR
125 W. Main
"A t the Sign of the Red Boot”
• Leather Purses and Wallets— 25% O ff
• Shine Kits— 25% O ff

MANLY
YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS

c o o

P L E B E . . . by M A N I j Y Traditional plain
toe styling designed with the look of excellence.
Available in Waxhide or Olive. Stop in today, we
have your size.
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District Office, 323 Washington
Henry L. Zahn, Dist. Mgr.

large amounts of funds into financial intermediaries (savings

.

fast enough; it was not designed
to combat a recession at that time.
He said 1964 was the year of po
litical acceptance of the tax cut.
Unemployment was above the ac-

BOD LUNG

ceptable level of four per cent
and the Fed. permitted bank
credit to grow rapidly, he said.
The economy grew at a startling
rate through 1965, Mr. Chase said,
and by late 1965, the trend had
brought the country back to al
most its full empoyment potential.
He said it was clear that rate of
growth could not be managed
without inflation.
Mr. Chase said the Fed. should
be given credit for recognizing the
situation and doing something
about it. They put on the monetary
brakes hard around the end of
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Experts interpret economic theory
(Continued from Page 10)
tions, savings and time deposits of
commercial banks), found invest
ment in market instruments —
bonds — increasingly attractive.
Tor various reasons commercial
banks could or would not offer
rates sufficient to keep those funds
in their banks.
Consequently the rate of growth
o f time deposits in commercial
banks, saving deposits in savings
banks and “shares” in savings and
loan associations, slowed down.
Mr. Chase said savings and loan
associations are one of the main
sources of credit in the residential
housing industry and they did not
have any additional money to loan.
The demand for new houses took
a dive.

Tax increase
The growth of total spending
slowed down to practically noth
ing in the first quarter of 1967, Mr.

Brighten Up Your
W ardrobe at

SUNSHINE
CENTER
COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING

HOLIDAY VILLAGE

SWEETHEARTS
ENJOY THEIR
SUNDAES AT

HANSEN'S
ICECREAM
519 S. Higgins

Chase said, and the effect was
particularly felt in western Mon
tana (in the housing industry).
By the middle of 1967 the United
States was again on the way to
more trouble of an inflationary
kind, he said, and in August, 1967,
the President went, to Congress to
ask for a tax increase which some
one should have asked for in
1966.
In the last half of 1967 prices
were rising by 3% per cent a year,
Mr. Chase said. The President’s
call for a tax increase was pre
dicated on a forecast of rapid
growth in demand for goods and
services and the inability of the
economy to expand its output
rapidly enough to meet this
growth, he added.
The tax request was renewed
this year and called for a ten per
cent surcharge on individual and
corporation income taxes and some
legislation to renew exise taxes
which were scheduled to lapse, Mr.
Chase said. The President got the
exise tax, he said, but not the sur
charge [until May 6 when Wilbur
Mills, Chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
agreed to a $10 billion tax in
crease], Of the expected $13 bil
lion which both would bring in,
the surcharge would account for
$10 billion, he added.
Mr. Chase said the President
told Congress that with the tax in
crease the budget deficit in fiscal
1968 would be nearly $20 billion;
a record peace-time deficit.
Mr. Chase said the SmathersWilliams bill, which is in the
Commerce Committee of the
House, has passed the Senate and
is calling for both a tax increase
and spending cut. He said history
of the bill illustrates difficulties of
implementing fiscal policy. He said
(the most tempting question to
ask is, “Why is Congress unwill
ing to pass the tax increase?” .

for the tax increase, the govern
ment reduce spending.
Mr. Chase quoted Paul Samuelson, professor of economics at
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, as saying this type of re
quest was “upside down” econom
ics for the following reason: To
the extent you cut government
Spending, you reduce inflationary
pressures and hence reduce the
need for a tax increase. Chase
added if government spending
were cut by $9 billion and taxes
increased by $13 billion, the United

States might be guilty of “over
kill.”
Mr. Chase said there is no rea
son why taxes and government
spending need have any direct
relationship. He said there are
probably those in Congress who
think if the tax increase is passed,
government spending would be
higher than if it were not passed;
therefore, those who oppose high
er spending may be opposed to a
tax increase.
Mr. Chase said one of the great
est problems confronting the

United States is political; the po
litical process now is unable to
deal with discretionary policy in
a timely way and this makes it
different from the Board of Gov
ernors o f the Fed. who do not
have to get re-elected to keep
their positions.
(Continued next week)
•
•
•
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Invasion-of-privacy fight loom s
Over push-button data collection

B n n fn f—
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WASHINGTON (A P )—A com
puter-era privacy battle looms in
the Supreme Cjpurt over New
York state’s sale of auto registra
tion data to the highest commercial
bidder.
Author Corliss L a m o n t , a
wealthy New Yorker, wants the
practice stopped and the state law
that authorizes it declared an un
constitutional invasion of privacy.
Computers have become so ef
ficient and so sophisticated, he said
recently in an appeal, “a terrifying
array of personal information” be
comes available at the push of a
button.
If sale of auto registration data
is permitted, he said, other public

a M

records could readily find their
way to private hands. New
Yorkers, like car owners every
where, have to supply' the state
certain information when regis
tering a vehicle: name, address,
date of birth, sex and the like.
The state then reproduces the
registration applications on 35 mm
microfilm and sells them, with
lists of car owners, to the highest
“responsible” bidder.
The information, Lamont said, is
then used for unsolocited mail and
telephone pitches, especially in the
auto trade.
New York sold the list for
$36,000 this year to R. L. Polk &
Co., a Delaware corporation.

Mills in spotlight
Mr. Chase said the man in the •
spotlight is Mills because few
things relating to taxes get through
the House without his approval.
Mills has insisted that in return
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PHONE 542-0303
FREE DELIVERY
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Duncan Drive
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A superb diamond, enhanced
and flattered by a magnificent
setting, is a true symbol of your
lifelong devotion. When designed
by ArtCarved, such a masterpiece
ioreshadows a relationship of
warmth and endurance, even as
the ArtCarved Permanent Value
Guarantee adds long-lasting sub
stance to its tasteful styling. Stop
in soon and see our wide variety
of skillfully crafted, brilliantly
designed ArtCarved diamond en
gagement rings.

Carved.
DIAMOND

THE PERFECT
ADULT SPO RTS B IKE!
• 10 speed derailleur
gears
• Sports style
handlebars
• Front and rear
handbrakes
• Twin-Stik gearshift
controls™

More and more action-minded adults
are turning to cycling as their answer
to the need for a regular exercise
program. It's funl Apd it's healthyl
Stop in and let us show you the com
plete Schwinn line of new lightweight
bicycles designed for the mature
rider. As your Franchised Schwinn
Cydery we have factory trained ex
perts to help you choose your new
Schwinn and properly adjust it so
you can get the most out of your
cycling- days ahead.

RINGS

You are vowed to be a
most beautiful bride! Come to us
for the look that will be cherished,
admired and remembered. W e
will help you select the gown
and veil best suited to you.
Also see our collection o f
bridesmaids’ dresses, mother-of-thebride outfits, plus a large
selection o f outstanding gifts.

A - E L E C T R A , from $160. to $1400.
B - DIMANCHE, from $200. to $1400.
Matching circlet $S0.
C - I A R 0 N D E , fro m $180. t o $1400.

LUCEY’ S
Bicycle Shop

Davis Jewelers

2025 S. Higgins
543-3331

124 W. Main
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Rights agitation 'not Indian way’
The poor of the United States,
especially the American Indians
and Negroes, are having trouble
relating to one another’s problems,
according to Victor Charlo, repre
sentative of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.
In order to organize the Poor
People’s Campaign in Washington,
D.C. soon, he said the SCLC
trying to work out united goals
among tbe different groups o f Ne
groes, Puerto Ricans, Indians,
whites and Mexican-American
poor. “We are trying to organize
one nerve center among the
groups,” he said.
Mr. Charlo, who is a 30-year-old
Flathead Indian said, “ However,
the Poor People’s Campaign is not
a popular cause among Indians be
cause it is too close to the civil
rights movement of the Negro. It
is difficult to get Indians to under
stand civil rights,” he said. “They

say, 'it’s not the Indian way,’ ”
The Indians have negotiated
with treaties.
“ We’ve negotiated away 98 per
cent o f our total land mass, he
said,” so this method of working
with the government has to be
changed. Indians must get in
volved as the Negroes have."

Involvement
Mr. Charlo works as a liaison
between the SCLC staff and the
Indians who will march in the
Poor People’s Campaign. There
were 17 Indians in the group that
went to Washington April 29.
Mr. Charlo said he feels very
optimistic about the goals and
success of the poor people’s cam
paign because in his words, “ The
individuals in the campaign won’t

GOOD READING A T RUDY’S
ROD M cK U EN — Listen to the W arm — Stanyan Street
and Other Sorrows— Hard Covers— $3.95
A Liberal Answ er to the Conservative Challenge
by Sen. Eugene McCarthy
Oh, Y ou Wretch! Harry Miles— by John M . Schwarz
Hard Cover— $3.95

MANLY
YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS

PRIN C ETO N ...

by M A N LY

Another version of the saddle shoe combining Grain
and Smooth leather. Sleek styling for the "in" look
and "in" your price range. Stop "in" today and try
a pair.
A vailable in W ax Hide— Black ____________ 14.!
W hite

B lack ____

Corofam in Cordovan

Black

IN HOLIDAY VILLAGE
Open Weekdays Till 9 p.m.—Saturdays 1111 6 pan.
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M ontana K aim in Reporter
sell out to the system, and will
tell about poverty like it is.”
Mr. Charlo was bom at St. Ig
natius, attended the UM in 1963
and 1965. He is a far-removed
grandson of the Indian Chief
Charlo who was forced by the U.S.
government to move from the Bit
terroot Valley to the Flathead In
dian reservation in 1891.
Mr. Charlo, knowing and under
standing from generations before
what real poverty is, said “The na
tional and state programs for In
dians are inadequate, over-organ
ized and inhuman.”

Middle class
In order for Indians to get
money from the Federal welfare
program they must be able to wear
a middle class tie, speak middle
class langauage and jump through
middle class hoops of bureaucratic
red tape. Indians, as well as all
poor, must quit the red tape route;
they must go to the men who run
these programs and demand help
and action.”
He said the money in programs
such as the Bureau o f Indian A f
fairs and the poverty program is
not getting down to where it really
belongs so the poor give up, or
rebeL

Getting the people in the ghettos
and on the reservations involved
is a whole new field of study in
itself, Mr. Charlo said. “The Office
of Economic Opportunity was de
signed to involved these people in
society, but in four years it has
only set up a bureaucracy.”
After the Poor People’s Cam
paign, Mr. Charlo plans to return
to the Flathead Reservation to
mobilize the Indians. “Although
I’m not sure exactly how to do it,
I will try to make my people see
that the Indians who marched in
Washington are nobodies just by
themselves. I will try to convince
them the system does not have to
be, that they can change it, if they
will get involved,” he said.
Although Mr. Charlo had not
seen the program on campus which
is training Indians for technical
schools, he had been informed by
Jerry Brown, director o f the Com

munity Action program here, that
the dropout ratio was too high and
Indians participating didn’t get
enough help.
Mr. Charlo said volunteers in
terested in helping in poverty
areas were another part of the
involvement study. "Berkeley stu
dents are working behind the
scenes in Washington with the
Poor People’s Campaign to see
what is really going on and to do
some of the dirty work,” he said.
“They go back- and write papers,
although they do not get credit for
the time they are gone.”
Students working on Head Start
and Community Action programs
were doing their part in involve
ment, he said.
“ I am especially interested in
encouraging students because they
are concerned with poverty, they
are willing to work and they want
action.”
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C L E A N Y O U R W IN T E R CLO TH ES
BEFO RE Y O U STO RE T H EM !
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One-Hour “Martinizing’
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A lso Bring Y our Spring Things B y
for a Spruce-up!
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